Primary percutaneous approach to upper urinary tract transitional cell carcinoma.
The optimal approach to upper tract TCC remains to be redefined. A routine nephroureterectomy for every filling defect in the upper urinary system, even in the case of a normal contralateral kidney, constitutes an unnecessary mutilation in more than two thirds of the cases. Nephroureterectomy does not reduce the need for a long-term cystoscopic follow-up because of the high rate of bladder tumor recurrence that may happen years later after nephroureterectomy. Relying solely on radiography and cytology, lacking sensitivity and specificity, to recommend a nephroureterectomy is against the principles of oncologic surgery, especially now that preoperative histologic proof is easy to obtain endoscopically without compromising cancer control. Ureteroscopy, rigid and flexible, provides a complete assessment of the upper urinary system. Biopsy specimens taken with ureteroscopy may be sufficient for grading but less adequate for staging of the tumor. The authors reserve ureteroscopy for ureteral tumors and small (< 1.5 cm) single tumors of the renal pelvis. They approach large or multiple tumors of the renal pelvis percutaneously, in which a full histologic assessment is possible along with a complete resection of the tumor. The decision on the therapeutic approach is made only after the final pathologic report is reviewed. Grade I and grade II superficial disease (Ta, T1) can be treated endoscopically with minimal morbidity and with an efficiency comparable with the standard more invasive nephroureterectomy (Table 5). The indications for endourologic treatment in these cases can be extended safely beyond a solitary kidney or a high surgical risk to include any healthy individual with a normal contralateral kidney who is willing to commit to a rigorous lifelong follow-up. Patients with grade II T1 lesions require a more vigilant follow-up. For grade III Ta disease, more caution should be exercised in selecting these patients for elective endourologic management. When criteria of good prognosis are found, such as absence of carcinoma in situ, presence of diploidy, low p53 expression and a single-tumor, endoscopic management can be offered [table: see text] with a closer follow-up and resorting always to immediate nephroureterectomy at the first evidence of upstaging. Because of the high incidence of recurrence and progression, elective endourologic management for grade III T1 tumors is not recommended. Endoscopic conservative surgery still can be offered in the cases of a solitary kidney or chronic renal insufficiency or for poor surgical candidates. Patients with localized stages (T2, T3) TCC should be offered immediate nephroureterectomy. The authors do not expect adequate endoscopic extirpation with muscle invasive tumors. Although the tissue removed may include deep layers, deep resection is precluded by the thin renal pelvic wall and the associated risk for perforation. Patients with more extensive disease (T3, T4) have a bad prognosis regardless of the form of therapy. Achieving local control percutaneously while preserving as many nephrons as possible for the future chemotherapy can be a reasonable option.